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Abstract 

In this deliverable we define the standard for two complementary sample holder systems to unify the 

sample handling for users of the participating facilities. The standard serves two different subsets of 

user communities and their demands in terms of sample size, measurement environment and 

positioning accuracy. 

A small sample holder that can be used from room temperature with controlled humidity down to 

cryogenic temperatures is defined to fulfil the requirements of biological samples. 

For the use at the high-power laser facilities and at the (X)-FELs a large sample holder is defined that 

consists of a two-part system of inner target frame and outer carrier frame. The target frame can be 

designed to fulfil the demands of sample and experiment and carries fiducial marks and an 

identification mark. It can be mounted into the carrier frame of every participating facility. 
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Introduction 

The HIREP work package of EUCALL unifies fixed target and solid sample handling for the 

participating collaborators. Common software will simplify the access of users to the different X-ray 

and high energy laser sources. Sample and target pre-characterization procedures will allow 

analysing sample quality and localizing points of interest. Common approaches in sample positioning 

will save development time and allow user support groups at the facilities to focus on the specialities 

of their facility. 

HIREP will make sample characterization and positioning transparent for users of very different 

facilities. A large variety of samples to be studied, targets for energy conversion or screens and 

detectors for beam characterization need reliable placement into the beam. The X-ray and laser 

facilities, on the other hand, have specific demands on their positioning hardware: Vacuum 

requirements, necessity to screen hardware from electromagnetic pulses or debris, geometry of 

incoming beams and scattered radiation. To ensure compatibility of any kind of sample or target with 

any suitable radiation source, common interfaces between facility and sample/target holder need to 

be defined. 

Investigations of the samples of interest for the user communities (Milestone 6.2) and of the 

demands on sample holders (Milestone 6.1) showed that there are contradictory demands on 

sample positioning in two subsets of the user community. Biological samples are often available in 

small quantities only and have to be kept either under conditions of controlled humidity or at 

cryogenic temperatures in order to prevent them from drying out and thereby changing their 

structural properties. Therefore these samples ideally require relatively small sample holders. 

Samples under ambient temperatures, on the other hand, profit a lot from large sample holders. 

When the samples are prepared or investigated with high energy lasers, long distances between 

target positions are unavoidable and a small sample holder is impractical. The project is therefore 

split in two standards for sample frames serving the different user communities. 

The small sample holders allow ultra-precise positioning in combination with maintaining a 

controlled constant humidity level or cryo-cooling. For other samples a large sample holder standard 

allows more samples on a single frame and a longer distance between samples. 
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Objectives for the small sample holder 

HIREP delivers a modular concept for a small sample holder, which can be used both at room 

temperature, which requires a controlled humidity level, and at cryogenic temperatures.  

As biological samples provide only relatively small scattering cross sections, the sample holder should 

ideally not contribute to background scattering and further allow efficient removal of any excess 

liquid surrounding the samples. Sealing of the sample holder, e.g. with Mylar foil, to prevent the 

samples from dying out should be avoided. 

The sample holder should consist of a common building unit, which can be arranged in different 

geometries in different numbers to accommodate for an appropriate number of sample places and 

to match the travel ranges of the sample scanning units available at the different instruments. 

Loading of samples, e.g. protein micro crystals should be as simple as possible and users should be 

able to do this themselves. Sample loading should be possible both online directly at the instrument 

and offline in a sample preparation lab and even at the home institute.  

Automatic alignment of the sample holder should be possible with the inline microscope developed 

in Deliverable 6.2 in combination with fully automatic image recognition software.  

 

 

Objectives for the large sample holder 

In this document, HIREP delivers a detailed concept for sample and target positioning in a common 

two-part sample frame system.  

The system will consist of a carrier frame whose outer shape is specific to each facility, laboratory 

and/or instrument and an inner target frame which fulfils the requirements defined by the different 

types of samples and the specific types of experiments.  

Users of the participating facilities would mount their samples on target frames, which are optimized 

for their experiment and sample and could be fixed in the carrier frames of every participating 

facility. The target frame will have a unique identification label to assign the correct target position 

dataset and to generate a history for each target frame. 

The target locations inside the target frame would be determined before the experiment by a pre-

investigation procedure using optical (2D/3D) microscopy relative to the fiducial marks on the sample 

frame or on the target itself. The target position list would be independent from the carrier frame 

and can be used at every facility.  

This will allow users to mount their samples prior the beamtime in their home laboratory into a 

target frame. They can characterize the samples with their own complementary methods and localize 

the spots of interest by using the integrated fiducial marks. After shipping the target frame to any of 

the participating facilities, the target frame can be mounted into the facilities carrier frame and 

tested for quality control and detection of transport damages. Finally, they can be transferred into 

the instruments for the scientific investigation using the coordinates of the spots of interest achieved 

at their home laboratory. The sample target frame can contain different batches of samples to be 

studied destructively at different facilities or the samples can be studied by different techniques 

when the methods are non-destructive. 
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Small sample holder - Definition of the standard 

The standard will exclude the outer shape of the carrier frame. The facilities will have the full 

freedom and flexibility to design their highly specialised motion stages, transfer systems, cryo-, 

magnet- or optical environments to perform the desired experiment.  

The standard will also not define the mount of the actual sample inside the inner target frame. The 

wide spectrum of different possible samples could not be covered completely by a finite number of 

sample mount designs and would go beyond the scope of a standard. 

 

The composition of the target frame  

The basic building unit of the target frame is based on the development described in Roedig et al., 

Scientific Reports 5, article number 10451 (2015). It is a flat membrane from single crystalline silicon 

with a thickness of ideally less than 10 micrometres and lateral dimensions of 1.5 x 1.5 mm. The 

membrane is equipped with micro-pores holding the samples. Diameter and periodic spacing 

between the pores have to be chosen according to the corresponding sample and beam size. The 

pore diameter should be ideally smaller than the size of the sample particles and larger than the 

beam size. Sample loading is performed such, that a suspension of the sample particles is pipetted 

onto the upper side and the carrier liquid is subsequently removed by blotting from the lower side. 

The membrane is acting as a micro-sieve and all particles larger than the diameter of the micro-pores 

are retained. In addition the particles ideally arrange themselves according to the periodic pore 

pattern of the chip allowing for fully automatic scanning of the chips at high sample hit rates.   

 

For measurements the sample will be scanned through the X-ray beam. The movement of the stages 

have to be synchronized to the arrival of the X-ray pulses in such way, that the X-ray pulses always 

aim through a pore of the membrane area. In this way any unwanted scattering by the sample holder 

itself is supressed and the sample holder will not be destroyed by the pulses and can be reused after 

cleaning. Single crystalline silicon is chosen as the material for the sample holder as it does not cause 

any low-angle background scattering and scattering is only limited to Bragg reflections. Silicon offers 

the further advantage, that micro-structuring procedures, such as UV-lithography and subsequent 

etching are well established.  

 

A sample holder can be equipped with one or several membranes areas. In case of more than one 

membrane area per sample holder the membrane areas are ideally connected by a support structure 

as shown in Figure 1 as membranes larger than 1.5 x 1.5 mm are becoming fragile and tend to break 

during sample loading. Until now chips carrying 5 x 16 membranes have been realized.      

 

The composition of the carrier frame 

Chips carrying only one or a few membranes can be mounted on a plastic pin, which is attached to a 

magnetic mount. These magnetic mounts are standard for most existing crystallography beamlines. 

Larger chips require a carrier frame. In this case the target is glued onto a carrier frame (Figure 2), 

which is mounted on the instrument by a magnetic mount using a three-point support.   
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Synergy Effects 

The definition of standard sample frames is a key to enable integrated sample delivery concepts that 

are working at different user facilities. The standard defined in this document will allow high power 

laser facilities, synchrotron facilities and X-ray free electron lasers to freely exchange samples. Users 

will prepare their sample systems on standard sample frames and ship them to any of the 

participating facilities. This will save both time and effort for user groups who are already using 

several different facilities. It will also encourage users to investigate which other sources can provide 

complementary measurements to their samples.  

 

Outlook 

To promote the distribution, introduction and usage of the standard sample holders also outside the 

participating facilities, we will present the designs to the corresponding user community and to 

research facilities not attending in this project. This has already happened in the past and resulted in 

requests by scientists of synchrotrons and (X)-FELs from the U.S.A., Europe and Asia who want to 

adapt the final system to their instruments, to offer users the opportunity to simplify the sample 

handling. 

The participating facilities will equip their instruments with compatible sample stages and suitable 

carrier frame designs to adapt all target frames fulfilling the standard. 

In parallel the database for target frames will be set up to enable users to copy existing designs 

(examples: Figures 6-9), modify them for their needs or to engineer their highly specialised models. 

The same database will be used to register every manufactured target frame to collect and share the 

information regarding the sample spot coordinates inside the target area. 

Software for the pre-characterization, which delivers these coordinates, will be presented in 

Deliverables D6.3 (beta version) and D6.7 (final version).  
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Figure 3: Technical drawing of the inner target frame
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Figure 4
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Figure 4: Technical drawing of the target frame attached to the carrier frame
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Figure 5
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5: Technical drawing of the outer carrier frame
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Figure 8: Example target frame for ELI
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